Generalized information theory meets human cognition:



































distribution	given	some	datum	y.	In	fact,	under	the	conditional	probability	distribution	P(X|y),	one	has	-./0(1|4) = 2["($6|4),… , "($9|4)].	Shannon	entropy	has	been	so	prominent	in	cognitive	science	that	some	readers	will	ask:	why	we	do	not	just	stick	with	it?	More	specific	objections	in	this	vein	include	that	Shannon	entropy	is	uniquely	axiomatically	motivated,	that	Shannon	entropy	is	already	central	to	psychological	theory	of	the	value	of	information,	or	that	Shannon	entropy	is	optimal	in	certain	applied	situations.	Each	objection	can	be	addressed	separately.	First,	a	number	of	entropy	metrics	in	our	generalized	framework	(not	only	Shannon)	have	been	or	can	be	uniquely	derived	from	specific	sets	of	axioms	(see	Csiszár,	2008).	Second,	although	Shannon	entropy	has	a	number	intuitively	desirable	properties,	it	is	not	a	serious	competitive	descriptive	psychological	model	of	the	value	of	information	in	some	tasks	(e.g.,	Nelson	et	al.,	2010).	Third,	several	published	papers	in	applied	domains	report	superior	performance	when	other	entropy	measures	are	used	(e.g.,	Ramírez-Reyes	et	al.,	2016).	Indeed,	Shannon’s	(1948)	own	view	was	that	although	axiomatic	characterization	can	lend	plausibility	to	measures	of	entropy	and	information,	“the	real	justification”	(p.	393)	rests	on	the	measures’	operational	relevance.	A	generalized	mathematical	framework	can	increase	our	theoretical	understanding	of	the	relationships	among	different	measures,	unify	diverse	psychological	findings,	and	generate	novel	questions	for	future	research.	Scholars	have	used	different	properties	as	defining	an	entropy	measure	(see,	e.g.,	Csizsár,	2008).	Besides	some	usual	technical	requirement	(like	non-negativity),	a	key	idea	is	that	entropy	should	be	appropriately	sensitive	to	how	even	or	uneven	a	distribution	is,	at	least	with	respect	to	the	extreme	cases	of	an	uniform	probability	function,	U(X)	=	{1/n,	…,	1/n},	or	of	a	deterministic	function	V(X)	where	V(xi)	=	1	for	some	i	(1	≤	i	≤	n)	and	0	for	all	other	xs.	(In	the	latter	case,	the	distribution	actually	reflects	a	truth-value	assignment,	in	logical	parlance.)	In	our	setting,	U(X)	represents	the	highest	possible	degree	of	uncertainty	about	X,	while	under	
V(X)	the	true	value	of	X	is	known	for	sure,	and	no	uncertainty	is	left.	Hence	it	must	hold	that,	for	any	X	and	P(X),	-./;(1) ≥ -./0(1) ≥ -./=(1),	with	at	least	one	inequality	strict.	This	basic	and	minimal	condition	we	label	evenness	sensitivity.	It	is	conveyed	by	Shannon	entropy	as	well	as	many	others,	as	we	shall	see,	and	it	guarantees,	for	instance,	that	entropy	is	strictly	higher	for,	say,	a	distribution	like	{1/3,	1/3,	1/3}	than	for	{1,0,0}.		
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Once	the	idea	of	an	entropy	measure	is	characterized,	one	can	study	different	measures	of	expected	entropy	reduction.	This	amounts	to	considering	two	variables	X	and	Y,	and	defining	the	expected	reduction	of	the	initial	entropy	of	X	across	the	elements	of	Y.	To	illustrate,	in	the	viral	infection	example	mentioned	above,	X	may	concern	the	type	of	virus	actually	involved,	while	Y	could	be	some	clinically	observable	marker	(like	the	result	of	a	blood	test)	which	is	informationally	relevant	for	X.	Mathematically,	given	a	joint	probability	distribution	P(X,Y)	over	the	combination	of	two	variables	X	and	Y	(i.e.,	their	Cartesian	product	X´Y),	the	actual	change	in	entropy	about	X	determined	by	an	element	y	in	Y	can	be	represented	as	∆-./0(1, 4) = -./0(1) − -./0(1|4).	Accordingly,	the	expected	reduction	of	the	initial	entropy	of	X	across	the	elements	of	Y	can	be	computed	in	a	standard	way,	as	follows:1	


























1962).	It	is	often	employed	as	an	index	of	biological	diversity	(see,	e.g.,	Patil	&	Taille,	1982)	and	sometimes	spelled	out	in	the	following	equivalent	formulation:	-./0NOPQ(J) = ∑ "(ℎ%T'∈U )(1 − "(ℎ%))		The	above	formula	suggests	a	meaningful	interpretation	with	H	amounting	to	a	partition	of	hypotheses	considered	by	an	uncertain	agent.	In	this	reading,	-./NOPQ 	computes	the	average	(expected)	surprise	that	the	agent	would	experience	in	finding	out	what	the	true	element	of	H	is,	given	1	–	P(h)	as	a	measure	of	the	surprise	that	arises	in	case	h	obtains	(see	Crupi	&	Tentori,	2014).2		




Inspired	by	Hartley’s	(1928)	original	idea	that	the	information	provided	by	the	observation	of	one	among	n	possible	values	of	a	variable	is	increasingly	informative	the	larger	n	is,	and	that	it	immediately	reflects	the	entropy	of	that	variable,	one	can	define	the	Hartley	entropy	as	follows	(Aczél,	Forte,	and	Ng,	1974):	-./0UPXYZVG(J) = [.\∑ "(ℎ%)]T'∈U ^		Under	the	convention	00	=	0	(which	is	standard	in	the	entropy	literature),	and	given	that	
P(hi)0	=	1	whenever	P(hi)	>	0,	-./UPXYZVG 	computes	the	logarithm	of	the	number	of	all	non-null	probability	elements	in	H.		
Entropy	reduction	/	Informational	value	of	queries.	When	applied	to	the	domain	of	reasoning	and	cognition,	the	implications	of	Hartley	entropy	reveal	an	interesting	Popperian	flavor.	A	piece	of	evidence	e	is	useful,	it	turns	out,	only	to	the	extent	that	it	excludes	(“falsifies”)	at	least	some	of	the	hypotheses	in	H,	for	otherwise	the	reduction	in	Hartley	entropy,	∆-./0UPXYZVG(J, -) = -./0UPXYZVG(J) − -./0UPXYZVG(J|-),	is	just	zero.	An	agent	adopting	such	a	measure	of	informational	utility	would	then	only	value	a	test	outcome,	e,	insofar	as	it	conclusively	rules	out	at	least	one	hypothesis	in	H.	If	no	possible	outcome	in	E	is	potentially	a	“falsifier”	for	some	hypothesis	in	H,	then	the	expected	reduction	of	Hartley	entropy,	@UPXYZVG ,	is	also	zero,	implying	that	query	E	has	no	expected	usefulness	at	all	with	respect	to	H.		3.3.	Shannon	entropy	

































H,	a	rational	agent	would	plausibly	select	h*	such	that	P(h*)	=	maxT'∈U["(ℎ%)],	and	1	–	maxT'∈U["(ℎ%)]	would	then	be	the	probability	of	error.	Since	Fano’s	(1961)	seminal	work,	this	quantity	has	received	considerable	attention	in	information	theory.	Also	known	as	Bayes’s	error,	we	will	call	this	quantity	Error	entropy:		-./0WXX`X(J) = 1 − maxT'∈U["(ℎ%)]	Note	that	-./WXX`X	is	only	concerned	with	the	largest	value	in	the	distribution	P(H),	namely	maxT'∈U["(ℎ%)].	The	lower	that	value,	the	higher	the	chance	of	error	were	a	guess	to	be	made,	thus	the	higher	the	uncertainty	about	H.			
Entropy	reduction	/	Informational	value	of	queries.	Unlike	the	other	models	above,	Error	entropy	has	seldom	been	considered	in	the	natural	or	social	sciences.	However,	it	can	be	taken	as	a	sound	basis	for	the	analysis	of	rational	behavior.	In	the	latter	domain,	it	is	quite	natural	to	rely	on	the	reduction	of	the	expected	probability	of	error	∆-./0WXX`X(J, -) =-./0WXX`X(J) − -./0WXX`X(J|-)	as	the	utility	of	a	datum	(often	labelled	probability	gain;	see	Baron,	1985;	Nelson,	2005,	2008)	and	on	its	expected	value,	@0WXX`X(J, L) =∑ ∆-./0WXX`XCJ, -DEVH∈W "(-D),	as	the	usefulness	of	a	query	or	test.	Indeed,	there	are	important	occurrences	of	this	model	in	the	study	of	human	cognition.4	
																																																								4	An	early	example	is	Baron’s	(1985,	ch,	4)	presentation	of	@WXX`X ,	following	Savage	(1972,	ch.	6).	Experimental	investigations	on	whether	@WXX`X 	can	account	for	actual	patterns	of	reasoning	include	Baron,	Beattie,	and	Hershey	(1988),	Bramley,	Lagnado,	and	Speekenbrink	(2015),	Meder	and	Nelson	(2012),	Nelson,	McKenzie,	Cottrell,	and	Sejnowski	(2010),	and	Rusconi,	Marelli,	D’Addario,	Russo,	and	Cherubini	(2014),	while	Crupi,	Tentori,	and	Lombardi	(2009)	relied	on	@WXX`X 	in	their	critical	analysis	of	so-called	pseudodiagnosticity	(also	see	Crupi	&	Girotto,	2014;	Tweeney,	Doherty,	&	Kleiter,	2010).	
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inf(x)	=	lnt(1/x)	where	[.Y($) = &(mno)h66hY 			-Y& = [1 + (1 − /)$] mmno		are	generalized	versions	of	the	natural	logarithm	and	exponential	functions,	respectively,	often	associated	with	Tsallis’s	(1988)	work.	Importantly,	the	lnt	function	recovers	the	ordinary	natural	logarithm	ln	in	the	limit	for	t	®	1,	so	that	one	can	safely	equate	lnt(x)	=	ln(x)	for	t	=	1	and	have	a	nice	and	smooth	generalized	logarithmic	function.5	Similarly,	it	is	assumed	that	-Y& 	=	ex	for	t	=	1,	as	this	is	the	limit	for	t	®	1	[Suppl	Mat,	section	1].	Negative	values	of	parameters	r	and	t	will	not	need	concern	us	here:	we’ll	be	assuming	r,t	≥	0	throughout.	Once	fed	into	the	generalized	means	equation,	these	specifications	of	inf(x)	and	g(x)	yield	a	two-parameter	family	of	entropy	measures	of	order	r	and	degree	t	[Suppl	Mat,	2]:		




































































Tsallis generalized atomic information
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is	expected	considering	all	possible	outcomes	of	E	[Suppl	Mat,	4].	(Formally,	@0_q(r,o)(J, M|L) =∑ @0_q(r,o)CJ, M|-DE"C-DEVH∈W ,	while	@0_q(r,o)CJ, M|-DE	denotes	the	expected	entropy	reduction	of	
H	provided	by	F	as	computed	when	all	relevant	probabilities	are	conditionalized	on	ej.)	According	to	Nelson’s	(2008)	discussion,	this	elegant	additivity	property	of	expected	entropy	reduction	is	important	and	highly	desirable	as	concerns	the	analysis	of	the	rational	assessment	of	tests	or	queries.	Moreover,	one	can	see	that	the	additivity	of	expected	entropy	reduction	can	be	extended	to	any	finite	chain	of	queries	and	thus	be	applied	to	sequential	search	tasks	such	as	those	experimentally	investigated	by	Nelson	et	al.	(2014).	












(r,t)-setting	 Algebraic	form	of	entP(H)	 															Generalized	mean	construction		 Characteristic	function	and	its	inverse	 Atomic	information	
Sharma-Mittal		Sharma	&	Mittal	(1975)	 r	≥	0	t	≥	0	 1/ − 1 ⎣⎢⎢
⎡1 − }B "(ℎ%)XT'∈U ~
Yh6Xh6
⎦⎥⎥
⎤	 g($) = [.X(-Y&)	 gh6($) = [.Y(-X&)	 f.2($) = [.Y Ç1$É	
Effective	Numbers	Hil	(1973)	 r	≥	0	t	=	0	 }B "(ℎ%)XT'∈U ~
66hX − 1	 g($) = [.X(1 + $)	 gh6($) = -X& − 1	 f.2($) = 1 − $$ 	
Rényi	Rényi	(1961)	 r	≥	0	t	=	1	
11 − Ñ [.}B "(ℎ%)XT'∈U ~	 g($) = [.X(-&)	 gh6($) = [.(-X&)	 f.2($) = [. Ç1$É	
Power	entropies		Laakso	&	Taagepera	(1979)	 r	≥	0	t	=	2	 1 − }B "(ℎ%)XT'∈U ~
6Xh6	 g($) = [.X Ç 11 − $É	 gh6($) = 1 − (-X&)h6	 f.2($) = 1 − $ 	
Gaussian	Frank	(2004)	 r	=	1	t	≥	0	 1/ − 1 Ö1 − -(6hY)s∑ 0(T')Ü'∈á Z9Ç
60(T')Étà	 g($) = [.(-Y&)	 gh6($) = [.Y(-&)	 f.2($) = [.Y Ç1$É	
Arimoto		Arimoto	(1971)	
r	≥	½	/	 = 	2 − 1Ñ	 ÑÑ − 1 ⎣⎢⎢
⎡1 − }B "(ℎ%)XT'∈U ~
6X
⎦⎥⎥
⎤	 g($) = [.X s1 + Ç1 − ÑÑ É$t X6hX	 gh6($) = ÑÑ − 1 ä1 − (-X&)6hXX ã	 f.2($) = ÑÑ − 1 ä1 − $Xh6X ã	
Tsallis	Tsallis	(1988)	 r	=	t	≥	0	 1/ − 1}1 − B "(ℎ%)YT'∈U ~	 g($) = $	 gh6($) = $	 f.2($) = [.Y Ç1$É	
Quadratic	Gini	(1912)	 r	=	t	=	2	 1 − B "(ℎ%)ST'∈U 	 g($) = $	 gh6($) = $	 f.2($) = 1 − $ 	
Shannon	Shannon	(1948)	 r	=	t	=	1	 B "(ℎ%)T'∈U [. Ç 1"(ℎ%)É	 g($) = $	 gh6($) = $	 f.2($) = [. Ç1$É	


























-./0_q(v,v)(J) = .è − 1	where	.è = ∑ "(ℎ%)]T'∈U ,	so	.è	denotes	the	number	of	hypotheses	in	H	with	a	non-null	(strictly	positive)	probability.	Given	the	–1	correction,	-./_q(v,v)	can	be	interpreted	as	the	“number	of	contenders”	for	each	entity	in	set	H,	because	it	takes	value	0	when	only	one	element	is	left.	For	future	reference,	we	will	label	-./_q(v,v) 	Origin	entropy	because	it	marks	the	origin	of	the	graph	in	Figure	3.	Importantly,	the	expected	reduction	of	Origin	entropy	is	just	the	expected	number	of	hypotheses	in	H	conclusively	falsified	by	a	test	E.		To	the	extent	that	all	details	of	the	prior	and	posterior	probability	distribution	over	H	are	neglected,	computational	demands	are	significantly	decreased	with	order-0	entropies.	As	a	consequence,	measures	of	the	expected	reduction	of	an	order-0	entropy	(and	especially	Origin	entropy)	also	amount	to	comparably	frugal,	heuristic	or	quasi-heuristic	models	of	information	search	(see	Baron	et	al.’s	model,	1988,	p.	106).	Lack	of	continuity,	too,	is	associated	with	heuristic	models,	which	often	rely	on	discrete	elements	instead	of	continuous	representations	(see	Gigerenzer,	Hertwig,	&	Pachur,	2011;	Katsikopoulos,	Schooler,	&	Hertwig,	2010).	More	
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P(H|e)	vs.	P(H|!)	 		P(e)	vs.	P(!)	 P(H|f)	vs.	P(H|")	 	P(f)	vs.	P(")	 Non-Certainty	 Origin	 Hartley	 Non-Concave	 Shannon	 Quadratic	 Error	
1	 {0.50,	0.25,	0.25}	 {0.5,	0.5,	0}	{0.5,	0,	0.5}	 0.5	0.5	 {1,	0,	0}	{1/3,	1/3,	1/3}	 0.25	0.75	 –0.250	 0.250	 0.119	 0.250	 0.119	 0	 0	
2	 {0.67,	0.17,	0.17}	 {0.82,	0.17,	0.01}	{0.01,	0.17,	0.82}	 0.8	0.2	 {1,	0,	0}	{1/3,	1/3,	1/3}	 0.49	0.51	 –0.487	 –0.490	 –0.490	 0.394	 0.046	 0.062	 0.240	
3	 {0.67,	0.10,	0.23}	 {0.899,	0.1,	0.001}	{0.001,	0.1,	0.899}	 0.74	0.26	 {1,	0,	0}	{0.40,	0.18,	0.42}	 0.45	0.55	 –0.409	 –0.450	 –0.450	 0.342	 0.218	 0.249	 0.329	
4	 {0.6,	0.1,	0.3}	 {1,	0,	0}	{1/3,	1/6,	1/2}	 0.4	0.6	 {0.7,	0.3,	0}	{0.55,	0.	0.45}	 1/3	2/3	 0.400	 –0.100	 0.031	 0.045	 0.051	 0.155	 0.150	
5	 {0.5,	0.499,	0.001}	 {0.998,	0.001,	0.001}	{0.001,	0.998,	0.001}	 0.501	0.499	 {0.501,	0.499,	0}	{0,	0.499,	0.501}	 0.998	0.002	 0.942	 –0.500	 –0.369	 0.499	 0.617	 0.744	 0.746	
6	 {0.66,	0.17,	0.17}	 {1,	0,	0}	{1/3,	1/3,	1/3}	 0.49	0.51	 {0.66,	0.17,	0.17}	{0.66,	0.17,	0.17}	 0.5	0.5	 0.490	 0.490	 0.490	 –0.236	 0.288	 0.250	 0	
7	 {0.53,	0.25,	0.22}	 {1,	0,	0}	{0.295,	0.375,	0.330}	 1/3	2/3	 {0.53,	0.25,	0.22}	{0.53,	0.25,	0.22}	 0.5	0.5	 0.333	 0.333	 0.333	 –0.123	 0.261	 0.249	 0.080	
8	 {0.50,	0.14,	0.36}	 {0.72,	0.14,	0.14}	{0.14,	0.14,	0.72}	 0.62	0.38	 {0.5,	0.5,	0}	{0.5,	0,	0.5}	 0.28	0.72	 0	 –0.500	 –0.369	 0.293	 –0.085	 0.086	 0.330	
9	 {0.50,	0.18,	0.32}	 {0.65,	0.18,	0.17}	{0.17,	0.18,	0.65}	 0.69	0.31	 {0.5,	0.5,	0}	{0.5,	0,	0.5}	 0.36	0.64	 0	 –0.180	 –0.133	 0.213	 –0.179	 –0.024	 0.225	














































P(H|e)	vs.	P(H|3)	 		P(e)	vs.	P(3)	 P(H|f)	vs.	P(H|4)	 	P(f)	vs.	P(4)	
1	 {0.7,	0.3}	 {0,	1}	{0.754,	0.246}	 0.072	0.928	 {1,	0}	{0.501,	0.499}	 0.399	0.601	 82%	(23/28)	
2	 {0.7,	0.3}	 {0,	1}	{0.767,	0.233}	 0.087	0.913	 {1,	0}	{0.501,	0.499}	 0.399	0.601	 82%	(23/28)	
3	 {0.7,	0.3}	 {0.109,	0.891}	{0.978,	0.022}	 0.320	0.680	 {1,	0}	{0.501,	0.499}	 0.399	0.601	 97%	(28/29)	
4	 {0.7,	0.3}	 {0,	1}	{0.733,	0,.267}	 0.045	0.955	 {1,	0}	{0.501,	0.499}	 0.399	0.601	 89%	(8/9)	
5	 {0.7,	0.3}	 {0.201,	0.799}	{0.780,	0.220}	 0.139	0.861	 {1,	0}	{0.501,	0.499}	 0.399	0.601	 70%	(14/20)	
6	 {0.7,	0.3}	 {0.135,	0.865}	{0.848,	0.152}	 0.208	0.792	 {1,	0}	{0.501,	0.499}	 0.399	0.601	 70%	(14/20)	
7	 {0.44,	0.56}	 {0.595,	0.405}	{0.331,	0.669}	 0.414	0.586	 {0,	1}	{0.502,	0.498}	 0.123	0.877	 60%	(12/20)	
























P(e|h)	 	P(3|6)	 P(f|h)	 	P(4|6)	
1	 {0.5,	0.5}	 0.70	 0.30	 0.99	 1.00	
2	 {0.5,	0.5}	 0.30	 0.0001	 0.99	 1.00	
3	 {0.5,	0.5}	 0.01	 0.99	 0.99	 1.00	
4	 {0.5,	0.5}	 0.30	 0.0001	 0.70	 0.30	
5	 {0.5,	0.5}	 0.01	 0.99	 0.30	 0.0001	
6	 {0.5,	0.5}	 0.01	 0.99	 0.70	 0.30	
7	 {0.5,	0.5}	 0.90	 0.55	 0.65	 0.30	
8	 {0.7,	0.3}	 0.57	 0	 0	 0.24	
9	 {0.7,	0.3}	 0.57	 0	 0	 0.29	
10	 {0.7,	0.3}	 0.05	 0.95	 0.57	 0	
11	 {0.7,	0.3}	 0.41	 0.93	 0.03	 0.30	
12	 {0.7,	0.3}	 0.43	 1.00	 0.04	 0.37	
































































































































Consider	the	Tsallis	logarithm,	!"#(%) = (()# *%(()#) − 1-,	and	note	that	1 + (1 − /)!"#(%) = %(()#),	therefore	% = [1 + (1 − /)!"#(%)] 2234.	This	shows	that	the	generalized	exponential	5#6 =[1 + (1 − /)%] 2234	just	is	the	inverse	function	of	!"#(%).		In	order	to	show	that	the	ordinary	natural	logarithm	is	recovered	from	!"#(%)	(x	>	0)	in	the	limit	for	
t	®	1,	we	posit	x	=	1	–	y	and	first	consider	x	≤	1,	so	that	|–y|	<	1.	Then	we	have:	lim#→({!"#(%)} = lim#→({!"#(1 − =)} = lim#→( > (()# *(1 − =)(()#) − 1-?		By	the	binomial	expansion	of	(1 − =)(()#):	lim#→( > (()# @−1 + A1 + (1 − /)(−=) + (()#)(()#)()()B)CD! + (()#)(()#)()(()#)D)()B)FG! + ⋯IJ?		= lim#→( >(−=) + ()#)()B)CD! + ()#)()#)()()B)FG! + ⋯?		= lim#→( >(−=) − #()B)CD! + (#)(#K()()B)FG! − ⋯ ?		= (−=) − ()B)CD! + D!()B)FG! − ⋯			 = (−=) − ()B)CD + ()B)FG −⋯	which	is	the	series	expansion	of	!"(1 − =) = ln	(%)	(recall	that	|–y|	<	1).	For	the	case	x	>	1,	one	can	
posit	x	=	1/(1	–	y),	so	that	again	|–y|	<	1	and	compute	lim#→( NA 223OI(234))(()# P = lim#→( >− (#)( *(1 − =)(#)() − 1-?,	thus	getting	the	same	result	from	a	similar	derivation.		Just	like	the	natural	logarithm,	lnt(x)	is	non-negative	if	x	≥	1,	because	if	t	<	1,	then	%(()#) ≥ %R = 1,	therefore	 (()# *%(()#) − 1- ≥ 0,	while	if	t	>	1,	then	%(()#) ≤ %R = 1,	therefore	again	 (()# *%(()#) − 1- ≥ 0.	If	0	<	x	<	1,	lnt(x)	is	negative	instead,	again	like	the	natural	logarithm.	To	show	that	the	ordinary	exponential	is	recovered	from	5#(%)	(x	>	0)	in	the	limit	for	t	®	1,	we	again	rely	on	the	binomial	expansion,	as	follows.	lim#→({5#(%)} = lim#→( >[1 + (1 − /)%] 2234?		
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=lim#→( U1 + A (()#I (1 − /)% + A (()#I A (()# − 1I V(()#)6WCD! + A (()#I A (()# − 1I A (()# − 2I V(()#)6WFG! + ⋯ Y	=lim#→( >1 + A (()#I (1 − /)% + A (()#I A #()#I (()#)C6CD! + A (()#I A #()#I AD#)(()# I (()#)F6FG! + ⋯ ?	=1 + % + 6CD! + 6FG! + ⋯	= 1 +∑ 6[\!]\^( = 5(%)		Just	like	the	ordinary	exponential,	et(x)	≥	1	if	x	≥	0,	because	if	t	<	1,	then	one	has	[1	+	(1	–	t)x]	≥	1	to	a	positive	power	1/(1	–	t),	while	if	t	>	1,	then	one	has	[1	+	(1	–	t)x]	≤	1	to	a	negative	power	1/(1	–	
t).	If	0	<	x	<	1,	et(x)	<	1	instead,	again	like	the	ordinary	exponential.		2.	Sharma-Mittal	entropies	First	we	will	derive	the	Sharma-Mittal	formula	from	its	generalized	mean	form.	We	have	g(x)	=	
lnret(x)	and	inf(x)	=	lnt(x).	Let	us	find	g–1(x),	by	solving	y	=	g(x)	for	x,	as	follows.	= = !"_5#(%)	= !"_ @(1 + (1 − /)%) 2234J		= (()_ @(1 + (1 − /)%)23`234 − 1J		Therefore:	1 + (1 − a)= = [1 + (1 − /)%]23`234 		[1 + (1 − a)=] 223` = [1 + (1 − /)%] 2234		5_(=) = [1 + (1 − /)%] 2234		[5_(=)]()# = 1 + (1 − /)%		(()# {[5_(=)]()# − 1} = %			 % = !"#5_(=)	So	g–1(x)	=	lnter(x).	Now	we	have	all	the	elements	to	derive	the	Sharma-Mittal	formula.	
5"/bcd(`,4)(f) = g)( >∑ hijk∈m g @n"o A (pkIJ?		= !"#5_ >∑ hijk∈m !"_5# @!"# A (pkIJ?		= !"#5_ >∑ hijk∈m !"_ A (pkI?		= !"#5_ U (()_ ∑ hijk∈m qA (pkI()_ − 1rY		= !"# >1 + (1 − a) @ (()_ ∑ hijk∈m Vhi(_)() − 1WJ? 223`		
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= !"#s1 + ∑ hijk∈m hi(_)() − ∑ hijk∈m t 223`		= !"#s∑ hi_jk∈m t 223`		= (()# qV∑ hi_jk∈m W23423` − 1r = (#)( q1 − V∑ hi_jk∈m W432`32r		Let	us	note	that	5"/cd(`,4)	satisfies	the	basic	properties	of	entropy	measures.	As	pointed	out	above,	Tsallis	logarithm	lnt(x)	is	always	non-negative	if	x	≥	1,	therefore	so	is	∑ hijk∈m !"_ A (pkI.	Moreover,	
er(x)	≥	1	if	x	≥	0	(see	above),	so	5_ >∑ hijk∈m !"_ A (pkI? ≥ 1	and	finally	!"#5_ >∑ hijk∈m !"_ A (pkI? ≥ 0.	This	proves	that	non-negativity	holds	for	5"/cd(`,4).	Let	us	then	consider	evenness	sensitivity.	We	already	know	that		5"/cd(`,4)	is	non-negative;	also,	∑ hi_ = 1jk∈m 	in	case	pi	=	1	for	some	i,	so	that	5"/ucd(`,4)(f) = 0.	As	a	consequence,	for	any	H	and	P(H),	5"/bcd(`,4)(f) ≥ 5"/ucd(`,4)(f) = 0.	In	order	to	complete	the	proof	of	evenness	sensitivity,	we	will	now	study	the	maximization	of	5"/cd(`,4)	by	means	of	so-called	Lagrange	multipliers.	We	have	to	maximize	∑ hijk∈m !"_ A (pkI =(()_ *∑ (hi)_jk∈m − 1-,	so	we	study	o(%(, … , %\) = (()_ [∑ (%i)_(wiw\ − 1]	under	the	constraint	∑ (%i)(wiw\ = 1.	By	the	Lagrange	multipliers	method,	we	get	a	system	of	n	+	1	equations	as	follows:	
⎩⎪⎨
⎪⎧ a1 − a %((_)() = |…a1 − a %\(_)() = |%( + ⋯+ %\ = 1 	where	x1	=	…	=	xn	=	1/n	is	the	only	solution.		This	means	that	∑ hijk∈m !"_ A (pkI	is	either	maximized	or	minimized	for	the	uniform	distribution	U(H).	But	actually	5"/}cd(`,4)(f)	must	be	a	maximum,	so	that,	for	any	H	and	P(H),	5"/}cd(`,4)(f) ≥ 5"/bcd(`,4)(f).	In	fact,	5"/}cd(`,4)(f)	is	strictly	positive,	because	∑ hijk∈m !"_ A (pkI = !"_(")	is	(recall	that	n	>	1).	Hence,	for	any	H,	5"/}cd(`,4)(f) > 5"/ucd(`,4)(f) = 0,	and	evenness	sensitivity	is	shown	to	hold.		3.	Some	special	cases	of	the	Sharma-Mittal	family	Given	the	above	analysis	of	generalized	logarithms	and	exponentials,	we	have	Rényi	(1961)	entropy	as	a	special	case	of	the	Sharma-Mittal	family	as	follows:	
5"/bcd(`,2)(f) = !" >5_ @∑ hijk∈m !"_ A (pkIJ?		= !" @1 + (1 − a) (()_ V∑ hi_jk∈m − 1WJ 223`Ä		= !" U*∑ hi_jk∈m - 223`Y = (()_ !"V∑ hi_jk∈m W =	5"/bÅé\Bi(`)(f)	
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For	Shannon	entropy,	in	particular,	one	only	needs	to	note	that	5"/bcd(2,2)(f) =!" >5 @∑ hijk∈m !" A (pkIJ? = ∑ hijk∈m !" A (pkI.		For	Tsallis	(1988)	entropy,	we	have:	5"/bcd(4,4)(f) = !"#5# >∑ hijk∈m !"# A (pkI? = ∑ hijk∈m !"# A (pkI = (#)( *1 − ∑ hi#jk∈m - = 5"/bÉÑÖÜÜiÑ(4)(f)		For	another	generalization	of	Shannon	entropy,	i.e.	Gaussian	entropy	(Frank,	2004),	we	have:	
5"/bcd(2,4)(f) = !"#5 >∑ hijk∈m !" A (pkI? = (()# 5(()#)q∑ pkák∈à Ü\â 2äkãr − 1Ä = 	5"/båÖçÑÑ(4)(f)		
The	way	in	which	5"/åÖçÑÑ(4)	recovers	Shannon	entropy	for	t	=	1	again	follows	by	the	behavior	of	the	generalized	logarithm,	because	5"/båÖçÑÑ(2)(f) = !" >5 @∑ hijk∈m !" A (pkIJ? = ∑ hijk∈m !" A (pkI.	For	Power	entropies,	5"/bcd(`,C)(f) = 5"/bbéèê_(`)(f)	follows	immediately	from	5"/bcd(`,4)(f) =(#)( q1 − V∑ hi_jk∈m W432`32r,	and	the	same	for	Quadratic	entropy,	i.e.,	5"/bcd(C,C)(f) = 5"/bëçÖí(f).	
If	we	posit	t	=	2	–	1/r,	we	have	5"/bcd(`,C32`)(f) = __)( q1 − V∑ ì(ℎi)_jk∈m W2`r,	which	happens	to	be	precisely	Arimoto’s	(1971)	entropy,	under	an	inconsequential	change	of	parametrization	(Arimoto,	1971,	used	a	parameter	b	to	be	set	to	1/r	in	our	notation).	For	Effective	Number	measures	(Hill,	1973),	we	have:		
5"/bcd(`,ï)(f) = ()( q1 − V∑ hi_jk∈m W 32`32r = V∑ hi_jk∈m W 223` − 1 = 5"/bñó(`)(f)		
As	a	further	point	concerning	Effective	Numbers,	consider	a	Sharma-Mittal	measure	5"/bcd(`,4)(f) =!"#5_ >∑ hijk∈m !"_ A (pkI?,	for	any	choice	of	r	and	t	(both	non-negative).	We	ask	what	is	the	number	N	of	equiprobable	elements	in	a	partition	K	such	that	5"/bcd(`,4)(f) = 5"/}cd(`,4)(ò).	We	note	that	5"/}cd(`,4)(ò) = !"#5_{!"_(ô)} = !"#(ô),	thus	we	posit:		5"/bcd(`,4)(f) = !"#5_ >∑ hijk∈m !"_ A (pkI? = !"#(ô)		ô = 5_ >∑ hijk∈m !"_ A (pkI?		= @1 + (1 − a) (()_ V∑ hi_ − 1jk∈m WJ 223`		= V∑ hi_jk∈m W 223` = 5"/bñó(`)(f) + 1		
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This	shows	that,	regardless	of	the	degree	parameter	t,	for	any	Sharma-Mittal	measure	of	a	specified	order	r,	5"/bñó(`)(f) + 1	computes	the	theoretical	number	N	of	equally	probable	elements	that	would	be	just	as	entropic	as	H	under	that	measure	and	given	P(H).	The	derivation	of	the	form	of		5"/cd(ï,4)	is	as	follows:	
5"/bcd(ï,4)(f) = (#)( q1 − V∑ hiRjk∈m W43232 r	= (()# *("K)(()#) − 1-	= !"#("K)		where	"K	is	the	number	of	elements	in	H	with	a	non-null	probability	according	to	P(H)	(recall	that	we	apply	the	convention	00	=	0,	common	in	the	entropy	literature).	Hartley	entropy,	5"/bmÖ_#ÜêB(f) = !"("K),	immediately	follows	as	a	special	case	for	t	=	1,	just	as	Origin	entropy,	5"/bö_iõi\(f) = "K − 1,	for	t	=	0.	t	=	2	yields	5"/bcd(ï,C)(f) = −[("K))( − 1] = \ú)(\ú .		For	the	case	of	infinite	order,	we	posit		h∗ = maxjk∈m(hi)	and	note	the	following	(n	is	again	the	overall	size	of	H):	(h∗)_ ≤ ∑ hi_ ≤jk∈m "(h∗)_		Assuming	#)(_)( ≥ 0	involves	no	loss	of	generality	in	what	follows:	
((h∗)_)432`32 ≤ V∑ hi_jk∈m W432`32 ≤ ("(h∗)_)432`32		!" @((h∗)_)432`32J ≤ !" qV∑ hi_jk∈m W432`32r ≤ !" @"432`32((h∗)_)432`32J		!" @((h∗)_)432`32J ≤ !" qV∑ hi_jk∈m W432`32r ≤ !" A"432`32I + !" @((h∗)_)432`32J		lim_→] >!" @((h∗)_)432`32J? ≤ lim_→] U!" qV∑ hi_jk∈m W432`32rY ≤ lim_→] >#)(_)( !"(")? + lim_→] >!" @((h∗)_)432`32J?		lim_→] >!" @((h∗)_)432`32J? ≤ lim_→] U!" qV∑ hi_jk∈m W432`32rY ≤ 0 + lim_→] >!" @((h∗)_)432`32J?		Therefore:	
lim_→] U!" qV∑ hi_jk∈m W432`32rY = lim_→] >!" @((h∗)_)432`32J? = lim_→] U!" qA(h∗) ``32I#)(rY	 	 	 	
The	limit	for	r	®	¥	of	the	argument	of	the	ln	function	exists	and	is	finite:	 lim_→] qA(h∗) ``32I#)(r =h∗(#)().	For	this	reason,	we	can	conclude:	!" U lim_→] qV∑ hi_jk∈m W432`32rY = !" U lim_→] qA(h∗) ``32I#)(rY		lim_→] qV∑ hi_jk∈m W432`32r = h∗(#)()		
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(()# q lim_→]V∑ hi_jk∈m W432`32 − 1r = (()# *h∗(#)() − 1-		lim_→] q (()# âV∑ hi_jk∈m W432`32 − 1ãr = (()# âA (p∗I()# − 1ã		lim_→] @5"/bcd(`,4)(f)J = !"# A (p∗I		
Error	entropy	is	a	special	case	for	t	=	2,	because	!"D A (p∗I = −âA (p∗I)( − 1ã = 1 − h∗ = 1 −maxjk∈m(hi).	
t	=	1	yields	!" † (°¢£ák∈à(pk)§,	while,	for	t	=	0,	one	immediately	has		 (°¢£ák∈à(pk) − 1.		4.	Ordinal	equivalence,	additivity,	and	concavity	
The	ordinal	equivalence	of	any	pair	of	Sharma-Mittal	measures	5"/cd(`,4)	and	5"/cd(`,4∗)	with	the	same	order	r	and	different	degrees,	t	and	t*,	is	easily	proven	on	the	basis	of	the	inverse	relationship	of	lnt(x)	and	et(x).	In	fact,	for	any	r,	t,	t*,	and	any	H	and	P(H),	5"/cd(`,4)	is	a	strictly	increasing	function	of	5"/cd(`,4∗):	
5"/bcd(`,4)(f) = !"#5_ @∑ hijk∈m !"_ A (pkIJ		= !"#5#∗ >!"#∗5_ @∑ hijk∈m !"_ A (pkIJ?			= !"#5#∗ >5"/bcd(`,4∗)(f)?	For	degrees	t,	t*	≠	1,	this	implies	that:	
5"/bcd(`,4)(f) = (()# @1 + (1 − /∗)5"/bcd(`,4∗)J 234234∗ − 1Ä		
whereas	when	t	=	1	and/or	t*	=1,	the	limiting	cases	of	the	ordinary	exponential	and/or	natural	logarithm	apply.	This	general	result	is	novel	in	the	literature	to	the	best	of	our	knowledge.	However,	a	well-known	special	case	is	the	relationship	between	Rényi	entropies	and	the	Effective	Number	measures	(see	Hill,	1973,	p.	428,	and	Ricotta,	2003,	p.	191):	
5"/bÅé\Bi(`) (f) = 5"/bcd(`,2)(f)		= !" >5R @5"/bcd(`,ï)(f)J?	= !" >1 + 5"/bcd(`,ï)(f)?	= !" >5"/bñó(`)(f) + 1?	Another	neat	illustration	involves	Power	entropy	measures	and	Rényi	entropies:	
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5"/bbéèê_(`)(f) = 5"/bcd(`,C)(f)		= !"D >5 @5"/bcd(`,2)(f)J?	= 1 − 5)ê\#•¶é[Ok(`)(m)	We	will	now	derive	the	general	additivity	rule	for	Sharma-Mittal	entropies	concerning	independent	variables,	i.e.,	when	ß ⊥b ©	holds.	To	simplify	notation,	below	we	will	use	∑(ß)	as	a	shorthand	for	V∑ ì(%i)_6k∈™ W432`32	(the	same	for	Y,	and	so	on)	and	we	will	use	5"/(ß)	as	a	shorthand	for		5"/bcd(`,4)(ß)		(the	same	for	the	expected	reduction	of	entropy,	R).	5"/(ß) + 5"/(©) − (/ − 1)5"/(ß)5"/(©)		= (#)( [1 − ∑(ß)] + (#)( [1 − ∑(©)] − (/ − 1)	 (#)( [1 − ∑(ß)] (#)( [1 − ∑(©)]		= (#)( [1 − ∑(ß)] + (#)( [1 − ∑(©)] − 	 (#)( [1 − ∑(ß)][1 − ∑(©)]		= (#)( − (#)(∑(ß) + (#)( − (#)(∑(©) −	 (#)( + (#)(∑(ß) + (#)(∑(©) − (#)(∑(ß)∑(©)		= (#)( − (#)(∑(ß)∑(©)		= (#)( − (#)( V∑ ì(%i)_6k∈™ W432`32 A∑ ì(=´)_B¨∈≠ I432`32		= (#)( Æ1 − A∑ ì(%i)_6k∈™ ∑ ì(=´)_B¨∈≠ I432`32Ø		
= (#)( Æ1 − A∑ ∑ Vì(%i)ì(=´)W_B¨∈≠6k∈™ I432`32Ø		
	 = (#)( Æ1 − A∑ ∑ ìV%i ∩ =´W_B¨∈≠6k∈™ I432`32Ø =	5"/(ß × ©)	
This	additivity	rule	in	turn	governs	the	relationship	between	the	expected	entropy	reduction	of	a	test	in	case	it	is	a	perfect	(conclusive)	experiment	and	in	case	it	is	not.	More	precisely,	it	implies	that	for	independent	variables	E	and	H:	≤(≥, ≥) − ≤(f × ≥, ≥) = (/ − 1)5"/(f)5"/(≥)	In	fact:	≤(≥, ≥) − ≤(f × ≥, ≥) = 5"/(≥) − ∑ *5"/V≥|5´ W-ìV5´ Wê¨∈ñ − 5"/(f × ≥) + ∑ *5"/Vf × ≥|5´ W-ìV5´ Wê¨∈ñ 		= 5"/(≥) − 0 − 5"/(f) − 5"/(≥) + (/ − 1)5"/(f)5"/(≥) + ∑ *5"/Vf × ≥|5´ W-ìV5´ Wê¨∈ñ 		= −5"/(f) + (/ − 1)5"/(f)5"/(≥) + ∑ *5"/Vf|5´ W + 5"/V≥|5´ W − (/ − 1)5"/Vf|5´ W5"/V≥|5´ W-ìV5´ Wê¨∈ñ 		= −5"/(f) + (/ − 1)5"/(f)5"/(≥) + ∑ *5"/Vf|5´ W + 0 − (/ − 1)V5"/Vf|5´ W × 0	W-ìV5´ Wê¨∈ñ 		= −5"/(f) + (/ − 1)5"/(f)5"/(≥) + 5"/(f) = (/ − 1)5"/(f)5"/(≥)	
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Sharma-Mittal	measures	of	expected	entropy	reduction	are	also	generally	additive	for	a	combination	of	experiments,	that	is,	for	any	H,E,F	and	ì(f, ≥, µ),	it	holds	that	≤(f, ≥ × µ) =≤(f, ≥) + ≤(f, µ|≥).	To	see	this,	let	us	first	consider	the	entropy	reduction	of	a	specific	datum	e,	∆5"/(f, 5) = 5"/(f) − 5"/(f|5).		∆5"/	is	clearly	additive	in	the	following	way:	∆5"/(f, 5 ∩ o) = 5"/(f) − 5"/(f|5 ∩ o)	= 5"/(f) − 5"/(f|5) + 5"/(f|5) − 5"/(f|5 ∩ o)	= ∆5"/(f, 5) + ∆5"/(f, o|5)	But	this	pattern	carries	over	to	the	expected	value	≤(f, ≥ × µ):		≤(f, ≥ × µ) = ∑ ∑ *∆5"/Vf, 5´ ∩ o∑W-ìV5´ ∩ o∑W∏π∈∫ê¨∈ñ 	= ∑ ∑ *∆5"/Vf, 5´ W + ∆5"/Vf, o∑|5´ W-ìVo∑|5´ WìV5´ W∏π∈∫ê¨∈ñ 		= ∑ ∑ *∆5"/Vf, 5´ W-ìVo∑|5´ WìV5´ W +∏π∈∫ê¨∈ñ ∑ ∑ *∆5"/Vf, o∑|5´ W-ìVo∑|5´ WìV5´ W∏π∈∫ê¨∈ñ 		= ∑ *∆5"/Vf, 5´ W-ìV5´ Wê¨∈ñ + ∑ s∑ *∆5"/Vf, o∑|5´ W-ìVo∑|5´ W∏π∈∫ tìV5´ Wê¨∈ñ 		= ≤(f, ≥) + ∑ s≤Vf, µ|5´ WtìV5´ Wê¨∈ñ 		= ≤(f, ≥) + ≤(f, µ|≥)	This	result	is	novel	in	the	literature	to	the	best	of	our	knowledge.		Finally,	we	will	show	that,	for	any	H,E,	and	P(H,E),	≤(f, ≥) ≥ 0	if	and	only	if	ent	is	concave.	Let	ªb(º)	be	the	expected	value	of	a	variable	v	for	some	probability	distribution	P	=	{p1,	…,	pm},	i.e.	ªb(º) = ∑ ºiΩi^( hi.	According	to	a	multivariate	version	of	Jensen’s	inequality,	g(%(, … , %\)	is	a	concave	function	if	and	only	if	g	of	the	expected	values	of	its	arguments	is	greater	than	(or	equal	to)	the	expected	value	of	g,	that	is:	g[ªb(%(), … , ªb(%\)] ≥ ªb[g(%(, … , %\)]	Now	we	set	g(%(, … , %\) = 5"/(f|5)	and	we	posit	that	ªb(%)	be	computed	on	the	basis	of	P(E),	i.e.	ªb(º) = ∑ ºiìV5´ Wê¨∈ñ .	Assuming	that	ent	is	concave,	we	have:	
(#)( æ1 − A∑ A∑ ì(ℎi|5´ )ì(5´ê¨∈ñ )I_jk∈m I432`32ø ≥	∑ q (#)( â1 − V∑ ì(ℎi|5´ )_jk∈m W432`32ãrìV5´ Wê¨∈ñ 	
(#)( â1 − V∑ ì(ℎi)_jk∈m W432`32ã − ∑ q (#)( â1 − V∑ ì(ℎi|5´ )_jk∈m W432`32ãrìV5´ Wê¨∈ñ ≥ 0		∑ q (#)( â1 − V∑ ì(ℎi)_jk∈m W432`32ã − (#)( â1 − V∑ ì(ℎi|5´ )_jk∈m W432`32ãrìV5´ Wê¨∈ñ ≥ 0		∑ 	∆5"/(f, 5)ìV5´ Wê¨∈ñ ≥ 0		≤(f, ≥) ≥ 0	
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5.	Expected	entropy	reduction	in	the	Person	Game	To	analyze	the	expected	entropy	reduction	of	one	binary	query	in	the	person	game,	we	will	posit	H	=	{h1,	…,	hn}	(the	set	of	possible	guesses	as	to	who	the	randomly	selected	character	is)	and	E	=	{e,	5}	(the	yes/no	answers	to	a	question	such	as	“does	the	selected	character	have	blue	eyes?”;	recall	that	“5”	denotes	the	complement	or	the	negation	of	e).	The	joint	probability	distribution	P(H,E)	is	defined	as	follows:	P(hiÇe)	=	1/n	in	case	i	≤	k	(with	1	≤	k	<	n)	and	P(hiÇe)	=	0	otherwise;	P(hiÇ5)	=	0	in	case	i	≤	k	and	P(hiÇ5)	=	1/n	otherwise.	This	implies	that	P(hi)	=	1/n	for	each	i	(all	guesses	are	initially	equiprobable),	P(hi|e)	=	1/k	for	each	i	≤	k	(the	posterior	given	e	is	a	uniform	distribution	over	k	elements	of	H),	and	P(hi|5)	=	1/(n	–	k)	for	each	i	>	k	(the	posterior	given	5	is	a	uniform	distribution	over	n	–	k	elements	of	H).		Moreover,	P(e)	=	k/n.		Given	the	general	fact	that		5"/}cd(`,4)(f) = !"#("),	we	have:	≤bcd(`,4)(f, ≥) = [!"#(") − !"#(¿)]ì(5) + [!"#(") − !"#(" − ¿)]ì(5)	Algebraic	manipulations	yield:	
≤bcd(`,4)(f, ≥) = "()#1 − / [1 − (ì(5)D)# + ì(5)D)#)]	In	the	special	case	t	=	2,	one	then	has	≤bcd(`,C)(f, ≥) = (\,	so	that	the	expected	usefulness	of	query	E	is	constant,	regardless	of	the	value	of	P(e).	More	generally,	however,	the	first	derivative	of	≤bcd(`,4)(f, ≥)	is		 "()#1 − / [(2 − /)ì(5)()# − (2 − /)ì(5)()#]	which	equals	zero	for	P(e)	=	P(5),	so	that	≤bcd(`,4)(f, ≥)	has	a	maximum	or	a	minimum	for	P(e)	=	½.	The	second	derivative,	in	turn,	is:	"()#(/ − 2)[ì(5))# + ì(5))#]	which	is	strictly	positive	[negative]	in	case	t	is	strictly	higher	[lower]	than	2.	So,	in	the	person	game,	≤bcd(`,4)(f, ≥)	is	a	strictly	concave	function	of	P(e)	when	t	<	2,	and	P(e)	=	½	is	then	a	maximum.	When	t	>	2,	on	the	contrary,	≤bcd(`,4)(f, ≥)	is	a	strictly	convex	function	of	P(e),	and	P(e)	=	½	is	then	a	minimum.	This	general	result	is	novel	in	the	literature	to	the	best	of	our	knowledge.			
